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I sold my skis before I moved to North Carolina. This turned out to be a stupid move because this subtropical state actually has the highest mountains on the east coast, and from December to February it gets a lot of cold. For a few months each winter you can ski, ski and sledge. But you will probably be doing these things in place with a snow man. You can count on the cold where I live, one recent
February averaged 27 degrees for the whole month, but you can't count on snow. The weather works either cold and clear or wet and warm. However, about once a year, forces are aligned for a blizzard, by which I mean an inch or three. The school is canceled and the local golf course turns into a ski lodge as children sledge down the hill in a paddy prepared and parents cluster around the fireplace in the
bar. It's a lot of fun. After a few years in North Carolina, I started to think I had never entered my brain in 30 years of living in New England: If only the snow was bigger. A few winters ago, as I watched my kids try to yard sleds on top of a pathetic crust of ice that barely covered the grass, I wondered if there was a way to scrap nature in giving us more. Snow could be snow, and I wanted to do it. But how?
Do you buy equipment at a non-existent ski resort? Can you just spray the pressure puck in the air? I realized I had no idea how snowmen work. But on a cold winter day, it's a short trip from total ignorance to the contemplation of the intricacies of nozzle nucleation and the Joule-Thomson effect, which of course when compressed gas can expand rapidly, thus causing a cooling effect. Then you also want to
explore on meteorology (particularly the concept of wet lamp temperature) and continuous use versus oil-free air compressors. My research leads me to a Connecticut-based Snow House that produces residential-sized snowmen and seems to have a great experience sussing out what works and what doesn't. They will only sell you nozzles for $69, but a full-pack-SnoPro snowman, Ingersoll Rand air
compressor, and a 1.3 gallon per minute electric pressure washer-costs $948. But hey, I needed a new air compressor and a pressure washer anyway, didn't I? SnoPro, the snow in the house of a small snowman, can produce 46 cubic feet of snow per hour. The next model up, the SG6 Xstream, can crank out 80 cubic feet per hour. That's enough to cover a 50 by 25 foot area in six inches of snow for eight
hours. It costs $698 before adding a larger compressor and pump. Solutions. I'm doing snow in my house, hundreds of miles south of the Mason-Dixon line. Not long ago, I was on the fence about this whole idea. A snow gun is a ridiculous thing to buy. But then I thought, when I'm old and burnt out, looking back on my life, I'll regret buying a snowman? Hell, no. It's perfect. thing to buy. I spend enough
money on responsible adult things like life insurance and nose-hair nose-hair Maybe sometimes it's ok to buy a dodgy who will be at the top of the shopping list of an eight-year-old who won the lottery. And as long as you buy a snowman, you can also step up to the SG6 Xstream. (Look, darling, at least I didn't go to SG7.) To furnish the SG6 with three high-pressure air and water nozzles, I purchase a 5.5
cubic foot per minute Campbell Hausfeld air compressor and a Greenworks Pro 2.3 gallon per minute of electric washer pressure. Now, I can inflate the trolley tire in about 3 seconds and blast the mold off my deck from 50 steps. And also make a lot of snow. But for that, I have to wait for the weather to get on my side, which ideally means temperatures in the 20s and low humidity. It's for crisp, dry snow.
You can make wet snow at temperatures of up to 39 degrees Fahrenheit if the humidity is low enough. But 29 degrees is your max for dry snow. And if it gets to 20 degrees, humidity doesn't even matter, you'll have good snow. At the same time, I have another problem: My property doesn't have much in the way of height. There is banking near the driveway, but the drop can be four or five feet. And if you
have a sweet snowman, you want a more serious sled run than that. So I'm building a ramp. My ambitions begin with something modest, a small skate park kicker, and then predictably get out of control as soon as I start building. By the time I'm done, the ramp is so high that the top of it actually has a view. There are two different angles of falling- black-and-diamond steep for the first eight feet, moving to a
more modest slope over the next eight feet before leading on the final drop from banking. Since I don't really know what I'm doing, I'm overbuild, with 4 x 4 posts through bolt to frame 2 x 4s and two-layer plywood for flooring. As an unexpected bonus, I now have a starting platform for zipline. What I'm doing is to get the kids off the iPad. I christened my creation mount Diablo and then walk around saying
things like: Better get an oxygen mask if you're on top of Diablo and Sherpas refuse to climb Diablo, but we leave base camp at dawn because I don't believe in curses. On the first night, when the temperature drops to the 20s, I got up at 4am. I connect the air hose to the compressor and the water hose to the pressure washer. I plug everything using a heavy gauge extension cord. When I turn on the
water, the fine mist starts to explode from the nozzle. I then take in compressed air and the fog explodes into a fast-moving white cloud, an extremely localized weather event just for me. Even with the garage spotlight, I can't see what's going on in the air. But I see it on the ground -- a thin white layer covering gravel, then my car. It's working! Ezra Dyer This is sleet, of course, because the conditions are not
great. But as a concept, I'm ecstatic. I'm doing snow in my house, hundreds of miles south of the Mason-Dixon line. Never again freezing temperatures equate to internal boredom. There will be sled and snowball fights and, well, maybe some shovel. But only on my terms, because I will choose where it snows and where not. Here, local meteorologists are all wrong because they don't know about the
mighty SG6 Xstream, the supplier of on-demand frozen rainfall. It's going to be the best winter. I imagined when I assembled my snowplow equipment and built a huge ramp that we would have sledding parties like I liked growing up in Maine. And on New Year's Eve, that's exactly what's happening. At night, the temperature drops to 16 degrees. I run SG6 all night, and in the morning Mount Diablo shines
with a blanket of dazzling white powder. I'm setting up a gun to drop it on the area of the pasture, across the road and the lawn. See friends and neighbors, bring children, sled and coffee. We hang out around the campfire wearing ski gear while the kids explore the recreational possibilities of this novel environment. Some of them build a snow fort on the lawn, while others build jumps on sledging. Some
kids just throw snow at each other. I point the SG6 on my friend Keith's jeep and blow it up with powder, just to confuse everyone else he encounters on the road. Where did this guy come from? I admit that when I went down the road to the amateur weather, I was a little concerned that the end result wouldn't be as great as I built it to be in my head. Maybe a snow gun wouldn't do enough, or it would be
too warm, or worst of all, my kids just don't care. None of this is true. Owning a snow cannon is absolutely amazing. For the first time in many years, I look forward to winter. I really shouldn't have sold my skis. This is stated in the March 2019 issue. Want more popular mechanics? Get instant access! This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide
their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io We may be veering on blasphemous, but we have to admit: We have had too many mugfuls of mulled wine this season. Don't get us wrong, we love a nice warm seasonal drink, but now that winter is on the horizon, we're looking for a fresh crop of cocktails to get us through to spring. Enter winter
versions of our favorite warm-weather drinks. (Yes, the ice is on.) Because we're thinking that ice in a glass is always preferable to ice on the ground, we've tapped the editors of PUNCH, a James Beard-winning online magazine, for choosing winter cocktails so bright that they make us forget that snow is outside. From the winter take on the classic summer syringe in cold weather variations on tropical pina
colada, these delicious vacation drinks are in a glass. Keep scrolling for your new go to cocktails the next happy hour. Photo: Lizzie Munro Spritz-bitter, bubbly, low-alcohol icon Italian aperitivo aperitivo the perfect candidate for riffing and experimenting. This wine adaptation argues the holiday season with the addition of brown orange, spicy Barolo Chinato (slightly bitterly flavored wine), and vanilla syrup
for spritz with enough filling to stand up for the season. Ingredients: 1 ounce Cocchi Barolo Chinato1 oz. freshly squeezed orange blood juice1/2 ounce. Campari1/2 oz. Vanilla syrup (recipe below) Prosecco, to topBlood orange semi-wheeled (garnish) Directions for spritz: Combine Barolo Chinato, orange juice, Campari, and vanilla syrup in a cocktail shaker. Add the ice and shake until cooled. Strain on the
ice into a glass without stems (one of many kinds of glasses to have on your hands) and top with Prosecco. Decorate with a blood-orange half-wheel. Ingredients for vanilla syrup: 1 cup sugar1 cup of water1 vanilla bean Directions for vanilla syrup: Mix water and sugar in a small saucepan over medium-high heat until the mixture boils. Reduce to a boil and continuously stir as the mixture thickens slightly.
After about eight minutes, remove the mixture from the heat and stir in the vanilla. Let it cool down. Western Elm Gold Rimmed Drinkware Set $80 Shop Crate and Barrel Calder Brass Cocktail Shaker $35 Shop Jonathan Adler Barbarware Set $198 Shop Photo: Lizzie Munro Pinja Colada so singularly symbolizes summer that it seems an almost impossible feat to make it winter appropriate. Almost. This
punch supports the tropical essence of the drink, but transforms it by adding comforting scalded milk. The best part? This recipe serves eight, making it the perfect drink to whip up for your holiday party. Ingredients: 14 ounces aged rum8 oz. coconut water4 ounces. velvet falernum4 oz. Pineapple Juice3 ounces fresh lime juice1 ounce demerara syrup (recipe below)6 ounces whole milkFreshly grated
nutmeg (garnish) If you serve a cocktail in a shorter glass, choose one large ice cube rather than a few smaller ones. The latter melts faster, causing your drink to become diluted quickly. A large ice cube will take much longer to melt, giving you more time to enjoy libation. Punch directions: Pour the rum, coconut water, falernum velvet, pineapple juice, lime juice and demerara syrup into a heatproof bowl.
Over a medium-low flame on the stove, heat the milk in a saucepan, stirring continuously until the milk starts to bubble around the edges (care to keep it boiling). Add the milk to the bowl, stir until it starts to roll, and let the mixture sit for 15 minutes. Strain through a gauze or coffee filter until the mixture has cleared up. Ladle in cups on ice and decorate with grated nutmeg. Ingredients for simple syrup: 1 cup
cane sugar1 cup water Directions for simple syrup: Mix the sugar and water in a saucepan over low heat. Stir until the sugar 5 minutes. Remove from heat and allow the mixture to cool. Store in a glass jar in the fridge for up to 1 month. Makes 1 1 Cup. Williams Sonoma Colossal Ice Cube Forms $15 $10 Shop Williams Sonoma Demeyere Atlantis Stainless Steel Tea $288 $180 Shop Williams Sonoma All-
Clad Stainless Steel Precision Ladle $40 Shop Photo: Lizzie Munro While there is no official category for defiantly decorated classics, we call them chain reaction drinks. One gets into the bar, and soon, everyone drinks alone. The Pimma Cup - a simple combination of Pimma liqueur and ginger ale - is one such drink. Here we replace ginger ale with American lager, and then decorate the glass with a
bounty of fresh winter herbs, apples and cranberries in order for the holiday to change the classic summer refrigerator with a turn of head. Ingredients: 1-inch slice of ginger, peeled and chopped 3/4 ounces of simple syrup (recipe below)2 ounces Pimm's No 13/4 oz. Freshly squeezed lemon juice lager to topSeasonal fruits and herbs (garnish) Directions: Combine ginger and simple syrup into a cocktail
shaker and use the mix to lightly crush the ginger. Add the pimme and lemon juice. Add ice, shake, drain over the ice into a tall Collins glass, and top with lager. Garnish with seasonal fruit and herbs. Ingredients for simple syrup: 1 cup cane sugar1 cup water Directions for simple syrup: Mix the sugar and water in a saucepan over low heat. Stir until the sugar has dissolved, about 5 minutes. Remove from
heat and allow the mixture to cool. Store in a glass jar in the fridge for up to 1 month. Makes 1 1/2 cups. Williams Sonoma Classic Highball Glasses, Set of 4 $64 $51 Shop AHeirloom Muddler $28 Shop Crate and a barrel of stainless steel brush Peeler $13 Shop reprinted with permission winter drinks: 70 Basic Cold Weather Cocktails by EDITORS PUNCH, copyright © 2018. Published by Ten Speed
Press, an imprint of Penguin Random House. Photo Lizzie Munro © 2018. Editors Punch Winter Drinks $20 Shop Shop
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